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For 3-dimensional systems that are competitive or cooperative we present new 
criteria for existence of equilibria and cycles, convergence of all trajectories, global 
stability, and structural stability. A certain type of positive feedback loop is shown 
to be structurally stable. 0 1989 Academtc Press, Inc. 
Parts I to IV in this series [6, l&12] exploited the order-preserving 
properties of cooperative systems to show that most trajectories are stable 
and approach stationary points, and that limit sets are invariant sets of 
systems in one dimension lower. In three dimensions this last fact is a 
powerful tool. Here we exploit it in a new way to show that in many cases 
any nontrivial limit set must be on the boundary of a bounded set A, 
having nonempty interior, which is semi-invariant. In some cases A is a 
closed 3-cell, which therefore contains an equilibrium by Brouwer’s fixed 
point theorem. In other cases the existence of A violates the assumption 
that the cooperative vector field has negative divergence, proving that the 
only limit sets are equilibria. 
In Section 1 these sets A are defined. Theorem 3 implies that every cycle 
K lies on the boundary of a semi-invariant closed 3-cell A which is con- 
tained in every order interval containing K. More information about the 
equilibria in 2 is given in Theorem 5. Theorem 4 states that a closed order 
interval containing no equilibrium cannot contain any limit set. 
The systems studied in Section 2 are cooperative with negative 
divergence. Theorem 7 shows there are no cycles, and in the irreducible 
case every compact limit set consists of equilibria. Theorem 9 is a global 
stability result. 
In Section 3 we demonstrate structural stability of the flow in attractor 
basins for the systems tudied in Section 2. Theorem 10 shows that the flow 
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in any attractor basin is structurally stable if equilibria are hyperbolic with 
transverse intersections of their stable and unstable manifolds. Theorem 12 
shows that this transversality is automatic when the equilibria are simply 
ordered. These results are applied to a positive feedback loop. 
For related results and background material, see references [14], 
[8,9], [14,15,17,18], [22-27-J, [29]. 
1. THE OPEN SET A(K) ASWZIATED TO 
A STRONGLY BALANCED COMPACT SET K 
A vector field F is competitive if its derivative matrices DF(x) have non- 
positive off-diagonal entries, and cooperative if these entries are non- 
negative. When these matrices are irreducible F is called irreducible. For 
background on such systems ee Parts III or IV. 
Many results proved for cooperative fields are invariant under time- 
reversal-replacement of F by -F-and therefore they also hold for 
competitive fields. 
We use the following notation for the vector order in R3: 
x<y if xi< y, (i= 1,2, 3), 
X<Y if xdyandx#y, 
X<Y if x,< y, (i= 1,2, 3). 
Notations such as y > x have the natural meanings. A set C is p-convex if 
it contains the line segment with endpoints a, b whenever a E C, b E C, and 
a< 6. 
For any points U, u in R3 define the 
closed order interval [u, v] = {x: u<xbv} 
and the 
open order interval [[u,v]]={x:u<x<v}. 
A set Kc R3 is balanced if no two points of K are related by <, and 
strongly balanced if no two points are related by <. 
The closure of a set S is denoted by Clos(S) or S, its interior by Int(S) 
or 3, and its boundary by Bd S or 8s. 
Let ek denote the vector with kth coordinate 1 and other coordinates 0. 
Throughout this paper : 
l Xc R3 is a nonempty p-convex open set; 
l F is a C’ vector field in X which is competitive or cooperative; 
. the flow generated by F is denoted by cp. 
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The following result was proved in Part IV, Proposition 0: 
PROPOSITION 1. Fur the system F: 
(a) Every cycle is strongly balanced and every compact limit set is 
balanced. 
(b) If the system is irreducible then every compact limit set is strongly 
balanced. 
Let T denote a topological space homeomorphic to a compact subset T, 
of the plane Iw’. Recall that the first Tech cohomology group Z?(T) is zero 
if and only if R2\T, is connected, by invariance of cohomology and 
Alexander duality [28]. (More precisely, the rank of l?(T) equals the 
number of bounded connected components of R*\Ti .) It follows that con- 
nectedness of R*\T, depends only on T, and is independent of the choice 
of T, c I&!* homeomorphic to T. A special case is the Jordan separation 
theorem : If T, is homeomorphic to a circle then R*\T, is disconnected, 
with exactly one bounded and one unbounded component. 
Let E c R3 be the plane xi +x2 +x3 = 0. For any positive vector v 
denote by z,: lR3 -+ E-the linear projection whose kernel is spanned by v. If 
Kc Iw3 is a nonempty strongly balanced set we define K, = x,K. Then n, 
maps K homeomorphically onto K,. Suppose, for some w > 0, that E\K, 
is disconnected. By the preceding topological discussion this is equivalent 
to B’(K) ~0, and therefore E\K, is disconnected for every v>O. 
Fix a strongly balanced compact K with l?‘(K) #O. For each v>O 
define B,(K) c E to be the union of the bounded components of E\K,; 
then B,(K) is a nonempty bounded open subset of E, whose boundary 
relative to E lies in K,. Define a nonempty open subset of [w3 by setting 
equal to the union of the lines through B,(K) parallel to v. Define an open 
set 
U, = (x E lR3 :x u K is strongly balanced}. 
Finally define an open set 
A,(K) = U,n C,,(K). 
We show that if v > 0 then A,(K) # 0, and in fact @,(K) = B,(K). To 
see this fix x E B,(K) and consider the points of the form x1 = x + Iv, 1 E Iw. 
For sufficiently large 1;1( such points are > K if 1> 0, c K if A c 0. It follows 
that there exists a maximum p E IR and a minimum v E Iw such that p d v 
and there are p, q E K with x, < p but x, -4~ p, and x, > q but x, 5 q. The 
case p = v is impossible for then we would have p > q, contradicting K 
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being strongly balanced. Therefore p > v. It follows that for p < K < v, the 
point x, is unrelated to any point of K by < or >. Therefore 
x, E UK n C,(K) and X,(X,) E B,(K). 
Next we show that for any V, u > 0 we have A,(K) = A,(K). Suppose 
y E A,(K). Let w(t) be a path of points >O from w(O) = u to w( 1) = U. If 
~4 A,(K) then continuity of the map (t, y) H rc+)( y) shows that there 
exists s such that the point R,(,)(Y) belongs to the boundary in the plane 
E of B&K). Now this boundary lies in ~z,(,~K, so q,)(y) = K,(,)(T), r E K 
Therefore y - r is a scalar multiple of the positive vector u(s), so y is related 
by < or > to a point of K. But this contradicts YEA,(K) because 
A,(K) c U,. Therefore y E A,(K) for all u > 0. Then A,(K) c A,(K); inter- 
changing u and u proves A,(K) = A,(K). 
We now make the key definition: A(K) = A,(K) for all u >O. It follows 
that A(K) is a nonempty open set. 
We show that if Kc [a, b] then A(K) c [a, b]. To see this let p be an 
arbitrary point of X\[a, b] ; we must prove that p $ A,(K). It is easy to see 
that for some iE { 1, . . . . n} either p, < x, for all x E K, or pi > x, for all x E K. 
We treat the latter case, the other being similar. Fix such an i and put 
u = ej, j # i. For any vector z the points z and K,Z have the same ith coor- 
dinate. It follows that the set of points n,( p+ e,), Iz > 0, is an unbounded 
subset of E\n, K containing n,(p). This proves p 4 A,(K). 
THEOREM 2. Let K be a nonempty strongly balanced compact invariant 
set with L?‘(K)#@. Suppose Kc [a, b] cX, a< b. Define A= A(K) as 
above. Then A is an open nonempty set contained in [a, b]. Moreover, A is 
negatively invariant in the cooperative case and positively invariant in the 
competitive case. 
Proof: We assume F is cooperative; the case of competitive F follows 
by replacing F with -F. The only unproved statement is the negative 
invariance of A. Since A is open it suffices to prove that there cannot exist 
x E A and t > 0 with cp -,x = q E Bd A. Suppose such an x exists. Then q $ K 
because K is invariant and x 4 K. Now it is easy to show that every point 
of aA\K is related by > or <, but not by > or <, to a point of K. There- 
fore if such t, x, p exist then rp, -’ x is related by > or < to a point z E K. 
Therefore by monotonicity and invariance of K, x is related by > or < to 
a point of K. But this contradicts x E A. Q.E.D. 
We now specialize to the case where K is a Jordan curve, i.e., K is 
homeomorphic to the circle. Theorem 3, which is purely geometrical, will 
show that the closure of A(K) is a closed 3-cell. 
Assume then that K is a strongly balanced Jordan curve. For any u > 0, 
E\K,, is disconnected by Jordan’s separation theorem, so Theorem 2 
applies to K. In this case there is only one bounded components of E,\K,. 
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By Schoenfliess’ theorem this component is homeomorphic to the open 
unit 2-disk, and its closure is homeomorphic to the closed unit 2-disk. 
Fix a vector u>O. Set M,(K) = Clos(B,(K)). One can verify from 
monotonicity that for each yeM,(K), the set of numbers 1 such that 
y + iv E d is a nonempty bounded closed interval (possible degenerate). We 
denote this interval by 1, = [a(y), /I(y)], with continuous maps cz, /3 from 
M,(K) to R. Notice also that y + c(( y)u and y + B( y)o are in the boundary 
of A, and that y + Au E A if and only if y E B,(K) and 1 E Int Z,. 
THEOREM 3. Let K be an invariant strongly balanced Jordan curve; 
assume K t [a, b) c X, a < b. Then A(K) is homeomorphic to the open unit 
3-ball, and the closure of A(K) is homeomorphic to the 3-ball D3. thus K lies 
on the boundary of a closed 3-ball in [a, b] which is positively or negatively 
invariant according as F is competitive or cooperative. 
Under the added hypothesis of irreducibility, slightly different versions of 
this result were proved by Smith [21, p. 3693 and Hirsch [7, p. 161. 
Proof Set A = A(K). Fix v > 0. Let h: E + lR2 be a homeomorphism 
taking M,(K) onto the closed unit disk D2 c IX’. Define a map H: A -+ D3 
as follows. Think of A as the disjoint union of the compact line segments 
JY= {y+Iw:cr(y)<~<B(y)) as y varies over M,(K). (The segment 
degenerates to a point if and only if y E K,.) If y E K, then set H(y) = h(y). 
For each y E M,, let H map J, by a monotone afline homeomorphism onto 
the line segment in D3 passing through D2 at h(y), perpendicular to D2, 
with endpoints on ~30~. One can verify that H is a homeomorphism. Semi- 
invariance of A was proved in Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
In the following theorems concerning a cooperative or competitive flow 
in X, the closed order interval [a, b] is not assumed to be positively or 
negatively invariant. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose [a, b] c X, a < b, and [a, b] contains no equi- 
librium. Then the orbit of every point of [a, b] must enter and leave [a, b]. 
In other words [a, b] contains no nonempty set which is positively or 
negatively invariant. 
Proof: We suppose F is cooperative, replacing it with -F otherwise. 
It suffices to prove that if [a, b] contains a nonempty compact invariant 
set K then it contains an equilibrium. Since K contains the o-limit set of 
its members, we may assume that [a, b] contains an o-limit set K. By 
Theorem 1 of Part IV, if K contains no equilibrium it must be a cycle. 
Therefore we assume K is a cycle. By Proposition 1 K is strongly balanced. 
By Theorem 2 [a, b] contains the closed 3-cell D = 1, and D is positively 
invariant under the flow of -F. A well-known application of Brouwer’s 
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fixed point theorem implies that D, and hence [a, b], must contain an 
equilibrium. Q.E.D. 
Another way of stating Theorem 4 is as follows: Zf [a, b] c X contains a 
nonempty limit set then it contains an equilibrium. The next theorem 
sharpens this in case the limit set is a cycle. It is due to H. L. Smith [Zl] 
in the irreducible case. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose [a, b] c X, a < b, and [a, b] contains a cycle K. 
Then : 
(a) [a, b] contains an equilibrium p which is unrelated to any point of 
Kby < or >. 
(b) Assume that the vector field F is irreducible and that all equilibria 
in [a, b] are simple. Then [[a, b]] contains a set of equilibria whose indices 
sum to - 1 in the competitive case, and to + 1 in the cooperative case. 
Proof: (a) Consider the set A = A(K) (defined just before Theorem 2). 
By Theorems 2 and 3 the closure of A is a closed 3-cell D c [a, b] which 
is negatively invariant in the cooperative case and positively invariant in 
the competitive case. Moreover no point of D is related to any point of K 
by < or >. As in the proof of Theorem 4, D contains an equilibrium p; 
this proves (a). 
(b) We consider the competitive case first. Then A is positively 
invariant. Moreover by irreducibility, the backward trajectory of every 
point x E (aA)\K immediately leaves 2: This is because x < y or x > y for 
some y E K, and the assertion follows from irreducibility and the definition 
of A. Thus there are no equilibria on c?A. Therefore all equilibria in D must 
lie in Int(D), and hence in [[a, b]]. 
Set f, = cp, 1 D for any t > 0. Then f, is a continuous map of D into itself, 
with no boundary fixed points. Moreover simplicity of equilibria implies 
that for t sufficiently small, every fixed point off, is an equilibrium of F. 
By Lefschetz’s fixed point theorem [28], 1 = the sum of the indices of the 
fixed points off,. 
Now if p is a tixed point off, then the fixed point index of p is the degree 
of the map of the unit 2-sphere into itself defined by 
Y-f*Y 
YH IIY -fiYII’ 
For small values of t, fI y is so close to y + tF( y) that this map of the 
2-sphere is homotopic to 
-F(Y) 
‘++ IIF(Y)II’ 
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The degree of this map is the index of p as a singularity of the vector field 
-F, which is the negative of the index of p as a singularity of F (because 
the antipodal map of the 2-sphere has degree - 1). This shows that, in the 
competitive case, the sum of the indices of the singularities of Fin A equals 
- 1. The case when F is cooperative follows because then -F is com- 
petitive. Q.E.D. 
2. COOPERATIVE SYSTEMS WITH NEGATIVE DIVERGENCE 
In this section F denotes a cooperative vector field in X, whose divergence 
C, aFi/ax, is everywhere nonpositive: Div F < 0. This implies that if t > 0 
then Vol(rp, U) 6 Vol( U) for every nonvoid open set U in the domain of q,, 
where Vol denotes Lebesgue measure in R3; in other words, the flow cp 
does not increase volume. 
Analogous results hold for competitive systems with divergence 30; but 
this hypothesis is less natural in applications. See, however, the discussion 
following Theorem 9. 
The results in this section are valid under the more general hypothesis 
that cp is nonincreasing on some Bore1 measure on X which is positive on 
every open set. 
The next result gives a useful constraint on the topology of certain 
invariant sets which will be applied in Theorem 7. 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume either that F is irreducible, or that Div F< Qr 
almost everywhere in the sense of Lebesgue measure. Let KC X be a strongly 
balanced compact invariant set. Suppose a < b and KC [a, b] c X. rf 
K, c R2 is homeomorphic to K, then R’\K, is connected. 
ProofI By Alexander duality it suffices to find one such set K, such that 
R2\K is connected. Let v be a fixed positive vector. We show that K, c E 
(notation as in Section 1) cannot disconnect E. If K, disconnects E then by 
Theorem 2 the set A = A(K) is a nonempty, negatively invariant open set 
contained in [u, v]. Therefore for all t > 0 we have A c q,A, and 
0 < Vol(A) < Vol(rp,A). But the assumption that Div I;< 0 almost 
everywhere implies that qr decreases volume. Therefore in this case K, 
cannot disconnect E. 
Suppose Div F< 0 and F is irreducible. Then the flow is strongly 
monotone. We show that there exists t > 0 and p E aA such that cp,( p) $ aA. 
To this end consider q,(p) = p, for any p E: aA\K. Then p > w for some 
WE K (or p< w, this case is similar). By strong monotonicity p, > cp,w. If 
pS # [a, b] for some s > 0 then that pS cannot be in aA. On the other hand 
assume pI E [a, b] for all t > 0, so that o(p) is a nonempty compact set. 
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Then strong monotonicity implies tha every point of o(p) is > some point 
of K, and therefore for sufficiently large t we have pI > some point of K, 
showing that (PIP # &4. Fix this value of t. 
Now cpJ 1 A, and @,A = qt &4. Because rp,p$ &4, it follows that 
(p,A\A contains a nonempty open set. But this contradicts Div FG 0. 
Q.E.D. 
The following theorem should be compared with Theorem 4.1 of part II, 
which states: In an irreducible cooperative system in any dimension, for 
almost every x having compact forward orbit closure, o(x) consists entirely 
of equilibria. It is false in dimension 5 (see [2]). It is probably false in 
dimension 4. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose [ [u, II]] c X 
(a) If Div F c @ in a dense subset of [ [u, v] ] then [ [u, v] ] contains 
no cycle. 
(b) If Div F < 0 in [ [u, v] ] and F is irreducible in [ [u, u] 1, then 
every compact limit set in [[u, v]] consists entirely of equilibria. 
Proof Let K be a compact limit set in [ [u, u] 1. Fix a < b in [[u, u] ] 
with Kc [a, b]. If K is a cycle then by Theorem 3 there is a negatively 
invariant open 3-cell in [a, b], contradicting Div F < 0 in a dense set. This 
proves part (a). 
Assume the hypothesis of part (b). Then K is strongly balanced by 
Lemma 1. Therefore for any positive vector u, the homeomorph K, of K 
cannot disconnect he plane E, by Proposition 6. 
By Theorem A of Part I there is a Lipschitz vector field in E whose flow 
1(1 preserves K,, and such that the flows I,+ 1K, and cp 1 K are conjugate by 
a homeomorphism (namely the restriction of nn, to K). Therefore @ 1 K, is 
chain recurrent. Since Z?‘(K,) = 0 by Alexander duality, it follows from a 
result of Hirsch and Pugh (see below) that K, consists entirely of stationary 
points of $. Therefore K consists entirely of stationary points of cp. Q.E.D. 
The result of Hirsch and Pugh [13] referred to above is the following: 
Let Q c R2 be a compact invariant chain recurrent set of a flow in the plane 
having local sections. Zf Z?(Q) = 0 then consists of equilibria. 
COROLLARY 8. Assume X= R3, or Int W:, or [ [p, s] 1. Suppose also 
that Div F < 0 and F is irreducible, and that the equilibrium set d is totally 
disconnected (e.g., countable). Then every semi-orbit with compact closure in 
X converges to an equilibrium. 
Proof Let K be a compact limit set in X. Then there exist U, u in X with 
Kc [[u, o]]. By Theorem 7(b) K consists of equilibria; connectedness of K 
and total disconnectedness of 8’ show that K is a singleton. Q.E.D. 
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The following is a global stability theorem for certain cooperative 
systems : 
THEOREM 9. Suppose the following conditions hold: 
(a) X= Iw3, or Int IL!:, or [[p, q]]; 
(b) Div F<O in a dense set; 
(c) every forward semi-orbit has compact closure in X; 
(d) there is a unique equilibrium p and it is asymptotically stable. 
Then p is globally asymptotically stable, i.e., lim, _ o. cp,x = p for all x. 
Proof. Assumption (c) ensures that every o(x) is a nonempty compact 
set. By Theorem 7(a) it cannot be a cycle. By Theorem 1 of Part IV o(x) 
must therefore contain an equilibrium, which in this case is p. Asymptotic 
stability of p ensures that o(x) = p. Q.E.D. 
This result is for cooperative systems. The analogous result for com- 
petitive systems is false, as is shown by the construction of Smale (1976). 
A similar conclusion for competitive systems, under the added assumption 
of no cycles, is Theorem 1.6 of Part III. For irreducible cooperative systems 
the conclusion of Theorem 9 holds under considerably weaker hypotheses: 
In addition to (a) and (c) we need only assume that there is not more than 
one equilibrium. For then by Theorem 4.1 of Part II the forward orbit of 
almost every point tends to an equilibrium p, which is unique by assump- 
tion. Therefore for any x there are points u < x < v such that the forward 
orbits of u and v tend to p. Monotonicity now shows that the forward orbit 
of x also limits at p. 
It is an interesting problem to determine the validity of Theorem 9 (for 
cooperative systems) when hypothesis (b) is weakened to Div F< 0, or 
when stability of p is not assumed. 
While there are analogs of Proposition 6 and its corollaries for com- 
petitive systems with positive divergence, negative divergence is a more 
natural assumption for applications. But an analogous result for com- 
petitive fields can be obtained from the following observation: The proof of 
Theorem 6(a) remains valid if Div F is replaced by the divergence of F with 
respect o any exterior 3-form on X which is positive on a dense subset of 
[[u, v]]. Consider for example a system of competing species of WI 
i, = X,Ni(X1, x2, x3) = Hi(X), i= 1, 2, 3, (1) 
aNi/&, < 0 for i # j. Regardless of the nature of Div H, it can happen that 
in some [[u, v]] in IX: we have C:= i aNi/axi > 0. This is the same as 
Div, H > 0 in [[u, v]], where p is the volume form in Int W: pulled back 
from the standard form dy, A dy, A dy, by the coordinate change 
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x, = exp y,. In y, coordinates equations (1) transform to ii = N, (x, , x2, x3). 
Therefore Theorem 7(a) applies to the cooperative field F= -H, since 
Div, F < 0 in [ [u, o] ] ; and similarly for Theorem 7(b). We conclude that 
if in [[u, u]] either xi’= 1 8Ni/8xi> 0, or Cl=, aN,/ax, < 0 and H is 
irreducible, then every compact limit set for (1) contained in [ [u, U] ] 
consists of equilibria. 
3. STRUCTURAL STABILITY 
If the structural stability results of Part IV are combined with the results 
of Section 2 we can prove structural stability from very simple assumptions. 
A uniform attractor is a nonempty compact set Qc X having a 
neighborhood in which lim, _ o. dist(qptx, Q) = 0 uniformly. The basin W of 
Q is {x E X: w(x) is a nonempty subset of Q}. 
I call the Bow cp 1 Y (or the vector field FI Y) in an invariant open set 
Y c X structurally stable if for every E > 0 and every compact subset Cc Y 
there exists a C’ neighborhood M c r’(Y) of FI Y in the C’ vector fields 
on Y, with the following properties : For any vector field G E J1’ there is a 
homeomorphism h of Y onto an open subset of Y such that [[h(x) - XII <E 
for XE C, and h maps orbits of F into orbits of G preserving orientation of 
trajectories. 
THEOREM 10. Assume X= R3, or Int R:, or [[u, u]]. Suppose F is 
cooperative; and either Div F c 121 in a dense set, or Div F < @ and F is 
irreducible. Let WC X be the basin of a uniform attractor Q. Suppose the 
equilibria in Q are hyperbolic with transverse stable and unstable manifolds. 
Then F\ W is structurally stable, and every compact limit set in Q is an equi- 
librium. 
Proof: By Theorem 5 of Part IV we only need to verify the conditions 
of Kupka-Smale. Fix u, o with Q c [[u, u]] c X. By Theorem 7(b) there 
are no cycles, and the rest of the Kupka-Smale conditions are in the 
hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
The following result adapted from Selgrade [19, p. 1001 shows that 
when equilibria are hyperbolic and simply ordered then transversality of 
their stable and unstable manifolds is trivially satisfied: 
PROPOSITION 11. Suppose F is irreducible, and cooperative or com- 
petitive. 
(a) Let p and q> p be hyperbolic equilibria with no equilibrium in 
[[p, q] 1, Then either p or q is asymptotically stable. 
(b) Let a< b< c be equilibria. Then no orbit has both a and c in its 
closure. 
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Prooj: Suppose F is cooperative, the competitive case being equivalent 
by time reversal. Then the flow is strongly monotone owing to 
irreducibility, so p < q in (a) and a < b < c in (b). For (a) assume p is not 
asymptotically stable. Then the unstable manifold of p contains a point 
x < q with F(x) >O and necessarily XE W”(q) [19]. By monotonicity 
w”(q) contains the open set [[x, q]] so by hyperbolicity q is asymptoti- 
cally stable. Similarly with p and q interchanged. Part (b) is an easy conse- 
quence of monotonicity. Q.E.D. 
Combining the last two results we obtain: 
THEOREM 12. Suppose 
(a) X= R3, or Int lR3, or Int W:, or [[u, a]]; 
(b) F is cooperative and irreducible, with nonpositive divergence; 
(c) all equilibria are hyperbolic; 
(d) the equilibrium set 8 is simply ordered. 
Then the flow in the basin of any uniform attractor Q is structurally stable, 
and every limit set in Q is an equilibrium. 
As an example we consider a positive feedback loop in X= RI 
(Griffith [30], Selgrade [ 193): 
f, = -k,x, + f(x3) = G,(x) 
f, = -k,x, + x1 = G,(x) 
ii-, = -k,x, +x2 = G,(x). 
(2) 
We assume constants k, > 0 and continuous f’ > 0; this ensures that the 
system is cooperative and irreducible. 
Under the assumption f (0) > 0 the positive octant is invariant, because 
G(0) > 0 and the flow cp, has strictly positive derivative matrices &,(O) for 
t > 0 (Part II, Theorem 1.1). Therefore the tangent vector to the orbit at 
q,(O), which is G(cp,(O)), is strictly positive, because G(cp,(O))= 
Dq,(O) G(0). Integration of tangents to the orbit shows q,(O) > 0 for t > 0, 
and invariance of W: follows from monotonicity. 
The further assumption f(s) < k,k,k,s for large s>O ensures that all 
orbits are attracted by a compact set Q in Int( IR: ). To see this observe that 
for sufficiently large s > 6 we have G(kzk3s, k,s, s) < 0; therefore for such 
s the trajectory of a point of the form x, = (k,k,s, k3s, s) decreases to an 
equilibrium (Part II, Theorem 2.5). Now every equilibrium is of the form x, 
where s satisfies the equation f (s) = k, k, k,s. Therefore there is a maximum 
equilibrium q and a minimum equilibrium p. By monotonicity all trajec- 
tories tend toward compact limit sets in [p, q]. Thus the compact set 
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Q = n,,, cp,[ p, q] is a uniform attractor whose basin is Int(lR: ), consider- 
ing cp as a flow in Int(R: ). 
Clearly Div G < 0. It therefore follows from Theorem 7(b) that every tra- 
jectory approaches d (as t + +co). The nature of equilibria shows that d 
is simply ordered; by the corollary to Theorem 2.3 of Part II this implies 
that in fact every trajectory converges. This was shown by Selgrade [19, 
Sect. 81 under slightly different assumptions. 
One can show that the condition for hyperbolic equilibria is 
f’(s) + kl W, if f(s)/s=k,k*k, and s > 0. 
A more elegant formulation is that k,k,k3 be a regular value for the 
functions f(s)/s, s > 0 (see Selgrade [ 19, A4, p. 8 1 I). 
If we assume hyperbolic equilibria we can apply Theorem 12 to conclude 
that the system is structurally stable. 
A similar analysis can be made for the equations 
iI = -k,x, + c,xz +f(x3) 
i2 = -k,x, +x1 + c2x3 
i3= -k3x3+x2, 
(3) 
where cj>O; and even for more complicated systems. 
In Part II, Theorem 5.1, it was shown that for analogous feedback loops 
of n species, the forward orbit of almost every initial point converges, and 
that this property is stable under small perturbations. It is not known if the 
stronger results in dimension 3 can be generalized to n dimension. 
In an interesting paper Mallet-Paret and Smith [16] consider a broad 
class of n-dimensional “monotone cyclic feedback systems,” generalizing 
Eqs. (2) above. They prove a “Poincare-Bendixson theorem”: Every com- 
pact limit K projects homeomorphically into the plane, and if K does not 
contain an equilibrium then K is a cycle. 
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